



JEWS  AND  DR CZINNER  IN  GRAHAM GREENE’S STAMBOUL  TRAIN

Summary: This article suggests that Dr Czinner, the left-wing idealist in Graham Greene’s novel Stamboul Train, may have Jewish ancestry. If he does, Stamboul Train, which is clearly preoccupied by a discussion of Jewishness, becomes subtler and better.
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Graham Greene’s Stamboul Train offers a very detailed discussion of Jews and supposedly Jewish characteristics: stereotypes are invoked, elaborated and challenged. This dextrous and vivid novel, which was published in 1932, two years before Hitler became the Führer of Germany, features several Jewish characters, notably Carleton Myatt (the central figure), his father Jacob, Mr Stein and his sister Mrs Pardoe, Mr Eckman (who now professes to be a convert to Christianity), Mrs Eckman, and Janet Pardoe (‘half Jewish’); and it shows how they are variously victims of anti-Semitic attitudes or beneficiaries of pro-Semitic sympathies. 
	In one paragraph alone, we are told that ‘the whole orchestra at Atta Girl [a musical revue] were Jewish boys’; we are reminded that an illustrious Jew was Heinrich Heine (poet, radical, and, we recall, author of Atta Troll, a political satire); and Coral Musker, noting that Myatt has ‘the too familiar features, the small eyes, the large nose, the black oiled hair’, reflects that Jews are ‘mean with a commonplace habitual meanness, generous in fits and starts, never to be trusted’, although she likes Jews ‘for their very quietness’.1 The associative evocation, by the title Atta Girl, of the well-known poem Atta Troll is almost certainly intended by Greene, in view of his fondness for games with names. The phrase ‘Atta girl’, which was (and endures as) an American slang phrase meaning ‘Well done, girl’, makes a plausible title for a musical; indeed, a musical entitled Atta Boy, written by André Sherri, had been performed on Broadway in December 1918 and January 1919. Heine’s Atta Troll tells of a bear with left-wing political views who is eventually hunted and shot dead. One of his predictions (in Canto VI) is: ‘Ja, sogar die Juden sollen / Vollen Bürgerrecht geniessen’: ‘Yes, the very Jews shall joy in / All the rights of citizens’.2
	In Stamboul Train, the innocent and ailing Coral Musker will declare her love for Carleton Myatt. The name ‘Coral’, which would also be borne by the brave helper of the priest in The Power and the Glory, was associated by Greene with the jewellery deemed ‘suitable for young girls after their first communion’. ‘Carleton’ was, as David Pearce notes, ‘the baptismal name of Greene’s favourite brother, Hugh. Hugh Carleton Greene’).3 Myatt, who is astute in commercial transactions, observes that a certain businessman is ‘not a Jew; he had no subtlety, no science of evasion’. He himself, being generous to Coral, is consciously defying a stereotype of Jewishness: ‘Parsimony was the traditional reproach against his race, and he would show one Christian how undeserved it was’. Sometimes he is the butt of anti-Semitic scorn and brief violence. We are later told that ‘oppressions’ and ‘pogroms’ are caused by ‘envy and superstition’.4 
	One feature of the novel which has apparently been overlooked by commentators is the rôle, in the extensive consideration of ‘Jewishness’, of Dr Richard Czinner. ‘I am a Socialist’, he reflects: he is an idealistic Marxist and a champion of the poor and oppressed. Although an uprising which he supports has begun prematurely and been overcome, he decides to continue his journey by rail back to his homeland, Yugoslavia, then ruled by a monarchic dictatorship, and particularly to Belgrade, location of the uprising. (Incidentally, given his Serbian background, his name should probably be pronounced ‘Chinner’; not ‘Sinner’, as Norman Sherry speculates; and English readers would recall their customary pronunciation of ‘Cz’ – as the ‘ch’ of ‘chess’ – in ‘Czech’.5) Dr Czinner believes that he will be arrested, put on trial, found guilty of subversion, and executed. But he hopes that his defiant speech at the trial will encourage left-wingers, so that he will be an influential martyr. He is predominantly sceptical in religious matters, but has received a Roman Catholic upbringing and retains some nostalgia for the faith, so that he seeks (unavailingly) a priest who will act as confessor before he goes to his death. 
	In the event, after the authorities arrest him, there is a hasty trial by a ‘kangaroo court’ at the railway station of Subotica, and Czinner is then shot and dies.6 (The location has prophetic significance: in World War II, thousands of Jews from Subotica were deported and killed.) Instead of a public speech, Czinner makes only a brief speech to a small audience of captors and captives. The narrative hints, however, that his words may, just conceivably, have influenced in favour of communism one of his guards. A similar plot-device is found in Greene’s late tale ‘The Last Word’, when the last Pope is shot dead, but his killer then considers the possibility that there may be truth in the victim’s faith. I venture here to question Norman Sherry’s assertion, ‘Czinner makes a futile speech to which no one listens’.  The narrative emphasises Czinner’s attempt to influence one guard with his final speech, advocating communism: he adds, ‘Remember, I’m dying to show you the way’; and although Czinner reflects that ‘the chances were few that his death would have any effect’, ‘few’ is better than none.7 In The Power and the Glory and The End of the Affair, Greene would show that the words of a good person who has apparently failed can actually have a transformative effect on the living. 
	Clearly, Dr Czinner is, by Greene’s standards, a heroic figure. Certainly he has flaws: for instance, some political naïvety and a touch of vanity; but nevertheless, he retains moral courage and integrity. He is a seemingly-quixotic martyr, and in this respect is a secularised counterpart to the whisky-priest of The Power and the Glory. In The Name of Action (1930, subsequently suppressed by the author), the leader of the communists is an unsavoury Jewish agitator who loathes Catholicism; but, in later years, Greene often yearned to see a co-operative alliance of Catholics and communists. He assured Mikhail Gorbachov in 1987: ‘We are fighting – Roman Catholics are fighting – together with the Communists, and working together with the Communists.’8
	What complicates the thematic structure of the novel is the likelihood that the generally admirable Czinner is of Jewish ancestry, although by religion he is a lapsed Catholic. If we consult the American ‘Avotaynu’ website, we see that its ‘Consolidated Jewish Surname Index’ includes ‘Czinner’, a surname found on Hungarian, Polish-Jewish, and specifically Jewish databases.9 Furthermore, Greene, that assiduous student of the cinema, would have known of Paul Czinner, a prominent Hungarian film-director (who, given the Hungarian ancestry, would probably have pronounced his name ‘Tsinner’). His expressionist movie Inferno had appeared in 1920; other early films of his included Nju, 1924, The Way of Lost Souls, 1929, Ariane, 1931, and Mélo, 1932. After Hitler came to power, Paul Czinner emigrated to England, where he continued his career, before proceeding to America in 1940. In a website article entitled ‘Behind the Scenes – Jewish Immigrant Film-Makers in Britain from the 1930s to the 1960s’, Joel Finler lists Czinner and his actress-wife Elizabeth Bergner alongside producer Alexander Korda (with whom Greene would have numerous connections) as Jewish exiles from Hungary.10 Greene, as film critic, repeatedly sniped at Korda, terming him an ‘alien’ with ‘ignorance of our [British] language and culture’. Nevertheless, Korda – a fellow secret agent – befriended and employed Greene, became producer-midwife to The Fallen Idol and The Third Man (both directed by the Hungarian-born Carol Reed), became the original of Dreuther in Loser Takes All, and was eventually mentioned by Greene in Ways of Escape as ‘a man whom I loved’. In 1936, Greene reviewed for The Spectator a spectacular film of Shakespeare’s As You Like It, starring Elizabeth Bergner and Laurence Olivier. It was directed by Paul Czinner. Greene was lukewarm towards the film, remarking ‘Dr Czinner has been too respectful towards stage tradition’.11 It is notable that Greene there accords Czinner the title ‘Dr’ borne by the left-wing martyr in Stamboul Train.
	If I am right in thinking that Greene chose the surname ‘Czinner’ for that character because he knew of Czinner, a Jewish film-director, or even if he merely deemed ‘Czinner’ a name of Jewish provenance, the theme of ‘Jews and Jewishness’ in Stamboul Train is thereby augmented, complicated and refined. A person of Jewish ancestry is shown to be a lapsed Catholic who is an idealistic communist. Czinner thus provides an ampler counterpoint to Myatt, the calculating but generous entrepreneurial capitalist, both men being linked by their kindly concern for the ailing Coral. For part of the time, the novel depicts, analyses and challenges anti-Semitic prejudice; and for part of the time, too, as in the final actions of Myatt, there may be some endorsement of it: Myatt decides to marry Janet Pardoe in order to facilitate a business deal.12 If we regard Czinner as a person of Jewish heritage, the challenge to anti-Semitism is then reinforced, and Stamboul Train – that vivid and intense novel – becomes subtler and even better. It then makes an impressive contrast and antidote to The Name of Action.
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